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We consider perturbations of C*-algebras by compact operators. We show 
that if A is a separable liminal algebra of operators on a separable Hilbert space, 
then it is a subalgebra of a compact perturbation of a block diagonal algebra. 
Halmos [IO, 111 introduced the idea of quasi-diagonal and quasi-triangular 
operators and indicated how this idea could be useful in obtaining generalizations 
of the classical Weyl von Neumann theorem for self-adjoint operators. In this 
paper we consider quasidiagonalizability for sets of operators, that is, operators 
which are contained in the compact perturbation of some fixed block diagonal 
algebra. We show quasi-diagonal algebras include all separable liminal ones 
and are closed under countable inductive limits. We characterize separable 
quasi-diagonal C*-algebras as those separable subalgebras of G! + X(H) 
where 6T is a finite type I von Neumann algebra. 
For basic facts and terminology concerning C*-algebras we refer to [7, 81. 
We note the following exceptions: All Hilbert spaces we consider will be 
separable; B(H) denotes the algebra of all bounded operators on H; X(H) is 
the set of compact operators and a(H) = 9Y(H)/X(H) refered to as the Calkin 
algebra. T is the quotient map 29(H) -+ G’(H). A representation of a C*-algebra 
A will be a *-morphism of A into a(H) f or some separable Hilbert space H. 
H” will denote the canonical n-dimensional Hilbert space. Rep(rZ; H) is the set 
of representations of A on H. 
1. CLOSURE THEOREMS 
DEFINITION 1. A set S of operators acting on a separable Hilbert space H 
is quasi-diagonal iff there is a mutually orthogonal family of finite rank projections 
{p,} with sum 1 such that S C {p,}’ + X(H). A representation 4 of a C*-algebra 
A is quasi-diagonal iff 4(A) is quasi-diagonal. 
We will use without explicit mention other slightly different formulations of 
the definition. 
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Observe that as {pi}’ + X(H) is a C*-algebra, then the C*-algebra generated 
by a quasi-diagonal set of operators is quasi-diagonal. 
EXAMPLES. Any countable set of commuting normal operators is quasi- 
diagonal. This follows from [6] or [14]. 
The unilateral shift U+ is not quasi-diagonal, as any semifredholm quasi- 
diagonal operator has index zero. 
Any approximately finite C*-algebra, that is one which is an inductive limit 
of a sequence of finite dimensional ones is quasi-diagonal. This is shown in [ 141. 
The main result of the paper is to show that certain direct integrals of quasi- 
diagonal representations are quasi-diagonal. In the following paragraphs we 
recapitulate known results about quasidiagonal operators stating them in the 
more general context we are considering. The following fact is observed in [lo]: 
Fact. If {q2} is an increasing sequence of finite rank projections and s E :3(H) 
is such that Zz, ll[qi, ~111 = T < co, then c = XT=,, {qi+i[x, qi]qi - Q~[.Y, qi]q;+i: 
is a compact operator of norm ~27 and 
qs = xq = f (qi+l - 4i) 4%+1 - 4i) + qo”q0 + c 
LO 
where 4 = sup; qi . Also x - c E (40’. 
LEMMA 1. Let A C B(H) be separable. Then -4 is quasi-diagonal # there is 
an increasing sequence of Jinite rank projections (pi} which converges strongly to 1 
and such that il[x, pi]11 --f 0 for all x E A4, 
Proof. If rZ is quasi-diagonal and {p,} is an increasing sequence of finite 
rank projections with supremum 1 such that A C {p,}’ + X(H), then ii[s, p,]l+O 
for all x E rZ. 
Conversely let {xi} be dense in 4. For each i 3 0 there is an increasing 
sequence of integers n(i, j) such that 
(‘1 n(i+ l,j) is a subsequence of n(i, j), 
(2) ll[pn(i,j) 7 LVj]ll < 2-‘i+“. 
In particular if qi = p,(i,i) 
so that by the fact preceding the lemma, it follows xi E {qij.’ + X(H) for each i. 
Thus A C {qj]’ -b X(H). 
LEMMA 2. Suppose {pi} is an increasing seqmce of jinite rank projections 
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which converges strongly to 1 and x1 , . . . , x, E a(H) are such that xi E {pi}’ + X(H). 
Given e > 0 there is a monotone subsequence {p,(e)} and yi E {pnc6)}‘, i = I,..., n 
such that Ij xi - yi Ij < E and xi - yi E S(H). 
Proof. An immediate consequence of fact. 
LEMMA 3. Let E > 0 be given. Then there is a S(E) > 0 such that ifp, q are 
projections on a Hilbert space and I/ pq - q 11 < 6(r) then there is a projection 
p’ > q such that /) p - p’ 11 < E. Ifp is of fi ni t e rank, p’ will also be of finite rank 
EYE < 1. 
Proof. See [l I]. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let A C S?(H) be separable. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) rZ is quasi-diagonal; 
(b) there is a sequence of finite rank projections {pi} converging strongly to I 
and such that Il[x, pi]11 --f Ofor all x E A; 
(c) for every finite sequence x, , . . . , t . n of A and eves-v jinite rank projection p 
inf{Max Il[xi, q]ll; q > p of finite rank} = 0. 
Proof. (a) implies (b) is trivial. To show (c) implies (a), let {xi} be dense in A. 
Using induction one shows there is an increasing sequence of finite rank projec- 
tions {ql,} which converges strongly to 1 and lim, ll[xi , qp]ll = 0 for all i. Lemma 1 
implies A is quasi-diagonal. 
(b) implies (c); let (pi} b e a sequence of finite rank projections which 
converges strongly to 1 and such that #x, pJ + 0 for all x E A. Let x1 ,..., x, E -4, 
p an arbitrary finite rank projection, 1 > E > 0. There is an integer j such that 
(( p,p - p 1) < S(E) and Maxi I/[x~ , pi]11 < E. By Lemma 3, there is a finite rank 
projection q 3 p such that ((pi - q II < E. Thus 
Il[% 3 4111 G llLxi Y 4 - Pill1 + IlE% 3 Pjlll 
< 2~ * MFX II XiIj + E. 
Thus inf(Max Il[s , 4111: q 3 p finite rank} = 0. 
COROLLARY. Let ,4 C 9(H) be separable and such that for every x1 ,..., x, E A 
and E > 0 there is a quasi-diagonal set D such that d(x, , D) < <for i = l,..., n. 
Then A is quasi-diagonal. 
Proof. Let xr ,..., x, E A, E > 0, and p EB(H) a finite rank projection. 
There are yr ,...,yn EB(H) such that {yr ,..., yn} is quasi-diagonal and 
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/I xi - yi jj < E for i = l,..., n. There is a finite rank projection q > p such that 
ll[vi , qlll < 6. Hence 
PROPOSITION 2. Let A C 9(H) be separable {pn}E1 a sequence of mutually 
orthogonalprojections with sum 1 each of which reduces A. If for all n, the restriction 
A j p, is quasi-diagonal then A is quasi-diagonal. 
Proof. By the preceding corollary, it suffices to assume A = {xi ,..., .v,~). 
The argument then proceeds as in [ 111. For fixed 12, there is by Lemma 2 applied 
to the operators xipn , j < m an increasing sequence (pin) of finite rank projec- 
tions which converges strongly to p, and JJ~~,...,?,,~ E@(H) such that the 
dollowing conditions hold for each i < m 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
for each i < m therefore 
yill is supported in p, , 
yin - *rip, E x(H), 
jl yin - xipn (j < n-l, 
Yin E bzi”>‘, 
APn C {q3’ + X(H), 
z, Yi” - :l xi in E x(H)* 
Thus ci = xc-, yin is such that xi + ci E (qi”: n > 1, i > I}’ 
2. CLOSURES UNDER DIRECT INTEGRALS 
We begin by listing some relevant facts about Bore1 spaces. First recall that a 
Polish space is a topological space defined by some metric which makes it a 
complete separable metric space. For example; if A is a separable C*-algebra 
Repstrong (A; H) (i.e., Rep(A, H) with the topology of simple strong conoergence 
[7, 3.5.11 is a Polish space. We say a Bore1 space is standard iff it is isomorphic to 
the underlying Bore1 structure of some Polish space. 
(1) If E, , E, are standard Bore1 spaces and f : E, -+ E, is an injective 
Bore1 map, then f (El) is Bore1 in E2 and f is a Bore1 isomorphism onto f(E,). 
[7, Appendices B20, B21]. 
Henceforth, by measure we will understand finite positive measure. 
(2) Let be a Polish space, Y any separable metric space, p a Bore1 measure 
in X. A map f: X-+ Y is measurable iff there is a sequence {K,} of mutually 
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disjoint compact subsets of X such that p(X - lJn K,) = 0 and f 1 K,, is 
continuous ([4, 5.11 or [9, XII, 3.171). This is Lusin’s theorem. 
It will be convenient to consider on the set Rep(A; H) a topology which in 
general will be strictly finer than the topology of simple strong convergence: 
Namely, the topology of simple norm convergence; in other words v,, + v iff 
am *v,(x) in norm for each x E A. Let Repnorm(A; H) with this topology. 
Also if C C B(N) is a sub C*-algebra then Rep@; H) will denote the set of 
v E Rep(A; H) such that q(A) C C. Now it is an easy verification that 
Repym(A; H) is a Polish space whenever A and C are separable. As the inclusion 
h,: Reppm(A; H) -+ Rep strong(A; ZY) is continuous, by fact (1) above the image 
of h, is a Bore1 set and ho is a Bore1 isomorphism onto its image. 
We shall be considering certain families {S(H)], H ranging over separable 
Hilbert spaces with the properties 
(a) S(H) C Rep(A; H); 
(b) S(H) is closed in the simple norm topology; 
(c) if U: H---f H’ is an isometry onto, then U*S(H’)U = S(H); 
(d) if {&} is a sequence such that & E S(H,), then @ +n E S(@ H,). 
DEFINITION 2. A family with properties (a) though (d) we call a closed 
additive family of representations of -4. 
Note that condition (d) implies in particular that if K is a separable Hilbert 
space and 4 E S(H), then 4 @ id, E S(H @ K). 
The following restates Corollary 1 to Proposition 1 and Proposition 2. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let A be a separable C*-algebra; for each separable Hilbert 
space H, let QD(A; H) be (4 E Rep(A; H): 4 quasi-diagonal}. Then QD(A; .) is 
a closed additive family of representations. 
We recall that any measurable family of representations of a separable C*- 
algebra A [7, 8.1.11 on a standard measure space is equivalent (as defined in 
[7, 8.2.21) to a measurable family ({H(A)}, (+(A)>) of representations of A on a 
standard measure space (X, p) with the properties 
(I) there is a partition of X into measurable sets Xi , i = I,..., W; 
(2) H(/\) = Hi if A E Xi; 
(3) there is for each II a measurable function &: X, + Repstrons(A; H”)) 
qS is then such that 4 ) X,, = & . 
This follows from ([8], II, 1.4, Proposition 3). 
We refer to a measurable family with properties (I), (2), (3) as a trivialized 
measurable family 
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DEFINITION 3. A measurable family of representations of A, ({H(h)}, ($(A)}); 
is tam-e iff it is trivialized and, in addition, there is a separable C*-algebra 
C C B(Hw) such that 4,(h) E Rep,-(A; HO) for almost all h E X, . 
If A is separable liminal then any measurable family of irreducible representa- 
tions of A is tame; take C to be x(HU). I do not know whether, in general, all 
measurable families of irreducible representations of a separable C*-algebra A 
are equivalent to tame ones. 
PROPOSITION 4. Suppose A is a separable F-algebras S(.) a closed additive 
family of representations of A. If (X, p) is a standard measure space and ((II@)), 
{#A)}) is a tame ~-measurable furnil?/ of representations ofA such that $(X) E S(H(/\)) 
for almost all A E X, then 
Proof. There is no loss of generality assuming X to be Polish. Also by 
condition (d) of closed additive families we may further assume X = X, for 
some n < W. Let H = oLp2(X, H”); since the Bore1 structures on Repym(A; H) 
and Rep~trong(A; H) coincide for C separable, the map 4 is norm Borel. Thus by 
Lusin’s theorem and condition (d) we may take 4 norm continuous. Now let 
.x1 ,...) x, E A and let E > 0. By norm continuity of X -+ $(X)(X~) and a simple 
induction argument it can be shown that there is a sequence (L,} of mutually 
disjoint compact subsets of X such that p(X - Urn L,) = 0 and if h, h’ EL, , 
for i = 1 ,..., m /I #)(xJ - #‘)(xi)lI < E. Fix a sequence (h,J- such that h, EL, 
and define $(h)(x) = +(A,)( x in case h EL, and 4(h)(x) = 0 if /\ E X - U, L, . ) 
({#(A)}, {H(h)}) is a measurable family of representations. Now as $ 1 L, is 
constant 
where H,’ = P(L, , H). By (d) and 
this implies YE S(H). As iI+ - Y(x,)ll < E for i -z l,..., Y the closure 
condition (b) of Definition 2 implies @ E S(H). 
A C*-algebra A is t-liminal iff for every irreducible representation 4 of A on 
the Hilbert space H, $(A) C Y(H) + C . I; that is+(A) consists of thin operators 
(whence the t). 
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PROPOSITION 5. Let A be a separable t-liminal C*-algebra on H. Then A is 
quasi-diagonal. 
Proof. Clearly Z(H) + C *I is quasi-diagonal. Now by [7, 8.5.21 for any 
nondegenerate representation 6 of a separable C*-algebra there is a locally 
compact separable metric space X, a positive Radon measure p, and a measurable 
family of irreducible representations of A, {~$(h))~~~ such that 6 is unitarily 
equivalent to f@ #(A) dp(h). Th e result now follows by Proposition 4. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let @ be a finite type I von Neumann algebra. If -4 is a 
separable C*-algebra such that A C 12 + Z(H), then A is quasi-diagonal. 
Proof. There is a separable C*-algebra A’ C GY such that A C A’ + X(H). 
Clearly it suffices to show A’ is quasi-diagonal. Now by [8, 6.2.11 there is a 
standard measure space (X, p) and a measurable family of finite dimensional 
Hilbert spaces {H(X)},,, such that H = s@ H(X) dp(h) and each x E GZ? is a 
decomposable operator S@ x(h) dp(X) where {x(h)}ncx is a measurable family of 
operators determined only a.e. by x. However, as A’ is separable we can show 
there is a family of representations {4(h)}nsx of A’ such that +(h)(x) = x(h) a.e. 
[7, 8.3.11. The family {+(A)} is clearly measurable, and Proposition 4 implies 
immediately that A’ is quasi-diagonal. 
Remarks. Clearly if A is quasi-diagonal then there is a finite type I von 
Neumann algebra GY such that A C a + X(H). 
Question. Is every separable subalgebra of a finite von Neumann algebra 
quasi-diagonal i’ Note that by the spectral characterization theorem for quasi- 
triangular operators [l, 2, 31, any operator in a finite von Neumann algebra is 
quasi-triangular. 
If A is a C*-algebra the essential commutator of A which we write AE consists 
of x E B(H) such that [x, A] C .X(H). Clearly AE is a C*-algebra. Proposition 6 
together with a theorem of Johnson and Parrot [12] imply the following charac- 
terization of quasi-diagonalizability for separable C*-algebras: 
PROPOSITION 7. A separable F-algebra A is quasi-diagonal z# AE contains an 
abelian von Neumann algebra with only finite multiplicities. 
Proof. If GZ? C & is an abelian von Neumann algebra then by Theorem 1 of 
[12], A C GY + Z(H). If a has only finite multiplicities, 8’ is finite type 1, so 
Proposition 6 implies A is quasi-diagonal. The converse is just the definition. 
We remark that these results can be used to give an alternate treatment for a 
portion of the Weyl-von Neumann theorem for n-normal C*-algebras. See 
Pearcy and Salinas [ 131. 
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